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Goal 
 App Creation 

q The mobile application was designed for easy 
understanding and quick usage. We understand 
that the app will likely only be used for 20 to 30 
minutes at a time so being able to access the 
algorithm quickly was an important part in its 
design. 

q   We also added login in capabilities so that the 
user’s information, such as the stocks they have 
saved on the app, are not stored specifically to one 
phone. 

q The objective of our project was to create an app that can be used 
by the casual user to evaluate the viability of short to intermediate 
length trades. The user will be able to decide between various 
stocks that have been filtered out due to their trend, and 
subsequently ranked for their risk, and make an informed decision 
on what stocks to engage.  

Methodology  

Results  
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Beat the Market  

Research Challenges 

q   Sheer amount of methods of filtering options  

q   Determining what factors are useful to look at to assess risk  

q   Interaction of R with our application  

q Time analysis in R  

Motivations and Objectives 

q Motivations 

•   Easy to use mobile app will get more younger people 
interested in investing  

•   App creation and R mastery are marketable skills to use to 
gain employment 

q Objectives 

§   Create app that communicates with server and has appealing 
user interface  

§   Create an algorithm in R that outputs possible trades and back 
test to see the effectiveness  

 

q A functioning application that outputs to the users 
stocks that we have filtered. 

q A n algorithm that successfully utilizes time 
analysis in order to filter stocks out that show a 
downward forecasted trend 

 Algorithm Creation  

q Use a non-linear regression algorithm (ARIMA) to 
filter out stocks based upon the projected slope of 
the close price given that stock has been around 
for 3 or more quarters.  

q After the stocks were filtered due to current trends, 
factors such as the operating margin, profit 
margin, and asset turnover were used to evaluate 
the companies stability.  

 

q A risk algorithm that is able to take market factors 
into consideration and output to the user our 
assessed level of risk.  

q Overall we are pleased with the progress that we 
have made so far but would like to add more 
sector based filtering. 


